Themis, the first wife of Jupiter, was worshipped as the goddess of Justice, and altars and statues were erected to her honour in various parts of Greece. The Romans, also, had a temple on the Capitol consecrated to her. She was at first represented with large, penetrating eyes, which were widely open; but at a later period a bandage was put over her eyes, as a sign of her impartiality.
In early times the idea of strictness was not so closely associated with that of justice as in recent times, for we read that while the wars of the Titans were taking place upon the earth, Astrsea, the daughter of Themis, herself taught men to live in fairness and equity, and it has been said, with regard to this epoch, that men led happy lives, without care, in innocence, freedom, and enjoyment. It was at this period, also, that Saturn held his sway, and poets have described it as the happiest of all times," the Golden Age."
Since then times have changed! Innocence, freedom, and pleasure have gone backwards and forwards between earth and heaven, cares have multiplied, and Astrcea has forsaken this planet, and returned to her Olympian home; yet it has not at all times been a more wicked world, and the goddess Themis has often uncovered her eyes and looked out upon the world, to find a very large amount of justice and equity among men.
The science of jurisprudence has certainly not lagged behind the other sciences in its progress, and since intercourse among men has been so much facilitated by the invention of railways and telegraphs it has undergone a remarkable development. During the last few hundred years this improvement has been gradually going on, and it is gross injustice always to be finding fault with the present times, and praising up This reformation in surgery is so far matured that Themis might safely uncover her eyes once more.
As the impartiality of the j udge's vocation has become almost a sacred thing with us, we have nothing to fear if the goddess should take a searching glance around.
You know that only a few years ago the opinion was held that the fever which followed wounds or operations, the painfulness and the inflammation of wounds, the disturbance of the whole system, the high temperature, the rapid pulse, the loss of appetite, ?in a word, all the conditions observed after a wound or operation, ?were to be considered as " reflex action " of the organism, and as an inevitable " wound-reaction."
Billrotli's novel dictum?" In patients with wounds all general and local disturbances originate in the decomposition of the wound products, and the fever and inflammation produced therefrom; all the consequences described above are wanting when there is 110 secretion shut up between the edges of the wound, or at least no foul-smelling secretion," has entirely overturned the whole " reaction " theory, and careful observation has confirmed this new view to such an extent that it has become an indisputable fact.
Further proofs of this have been given by the experiments of Pasteur and Lister. These have also shown that the putrefaction of the secretions of a wound does not arise within the organism, but the mischief is brought about by external agencies ; also that it is not the entrance of air alone which generates the putrid fer-mentation in the secretions of a wound, but that the particles of dust, fungi, etc., which are floating in the surrounding air must be blamed for originating putrefaction. 
